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 Mount Toubkal 
-The Berber approach 

 Morocco, Africa 
 

 

 

 

 

 

A seven-day adventure to the summit of North Africa’s 
highest mountain via the path less trodden. 
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Highlights 
 

 An ascent of North Africa’s highest mountain (4167m) through 
incredible scenery, valleys and over mountain passes not normally 
associated with the summit approach. 
 

 Led by experienced and Government licensed guides and an 
experienced UK team member from Venture Safely 
 

 British medic trained in High Altitude first aid  
 

 Porterage throughout your trek – you only need to carry a day pack 
 

 Many options to extend your trip and experience the Sahara Desert 
or the bustling cities of this incredible land. 
 

 Opportunity to raise funds for Care of Police Survivors 
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Introduction 

Trekking to the summit of Mount Toubkal, the highest mountain in 
North Africa, is undoubtedly a physical challenge. 

Demanding terrain involving scree, boulders and rocky paths keep the 
trek interesting and scenic delights that will take your breath away wait 
around every corner and over every crest. 

With the expert help and support from our UK and Local team though, 
even without previous trekking experience, we can all enjoy the summit 
together.  

Reaching the top of North Africa and the Atlas Mountain Range, looking 
over the valleys, mountains, desert and sea is a truly humbling 
experience, never to be forgotten.  
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Mount Toubkal – The Berber Approach  
 

Total number of days   7 days  

 

Grade & days trekking   5 trekking days  

No previous trekking experience is necessary, 
but you need to be an active walker. You 
should be training before your trek, as typically 
you will be walking between 4 – 7 hours over 
several consecutive days and at altitude. Be 
prepared for rough and rocky trails at times 
and the occasional snow patch. This trek 
requires no climbing with ropes or the use of 
ice axe or crampons. 

      

Accommodation    Traditional guest house & Mountain Refuge 
      

Dates      27th May – 2nd June 2021  

 

Cost     £350 registration fee and then raise  
     £2000 minimum sponsorship 
 

(Please note: Expedition costs of £850 will be 
 paid from your minimum sponsorship.) 
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The following is included in the price of the trip 

 

• All Transfers from your accommodation in Marrakech to the start of    
your trek and return by private vehicle.  

• All accommodation and meals on trek 

• All trekking arrangements including permits and fees.  

• Accommodation as per itinerary  

• National Park fees 

• Services of Venture Safely expedition leader from the UK 

• Certified and licensed mountain guides 

• Experienced cook and kitchen crew 

• Porterage 

•Emergency evacuation arrangements 

•Accommodation, meals, salary, equipment, transportation & Insurance 
of all guides, porters & other trekking staff 

• All necessary government taxes 

• Pre-departure support and advice  
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THE FOLLOWING IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE 
PRICE OF THE TRIP: 

 

• International flight to/from Morocco  

• Excess baggage charges 

• Travel & trekking insurance (must include rescue) 

• Personal clothing & equipment (kit list will be supplied)  

• Tips for guides 

• Soft drinks/ Alcohol / Confectionary 

• Other items not listed in “What is included” 

 

 

PARTICIPATION STATEMENT  

Participants should be aware trekking, mountaineering and travelling in 
a developing country are activities that involve a risk of personal injury 
or death.  

As a condition of booking you must accept these risks and be responsible 
for your own actions and involvement. Adventure travel requires an open 
and flexible attitude. You may experience extreme conditions, 
unpredictable weather and last minute changes to the itinerary beyond 
our control. Lack of acclimatisation to high altitudes could also be a risk 
factor.  

The majority of our trips, including this one, visit remote areas where 
you are away from normal emergency services and medical facilities. In 
case of a serious injury requiring hospitalisation, it has to be accepted by 
you, evacuation could take many hours and may impede your ensuing 
recovery.  

Helicopters are the most usual means of evacuation, however they are 
not always available or they may be hindered by poor weather and flying 
conditions. 
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Detailed Itinerary  

 

Day 1 Arrive in Marrakech  

Arrival at Marrakech airport, where you will be met by your Venture 
Safely guide and transferred to your hotel for the night. 

 
Day 2 Uplift from your Marrakech accommodation  
  
After breakfast you will be picked up around 0830 and we will drive to 
the mountains of the High Atlas. Starting from the Berber village of 
Aguersioual we will trek to the Tizi n’ouguersiouat pass at 2000m 
through traditional Moroccan villages following water courses, 
traditional irrigation canals where we will picnic among walnut groves. 
Continuing over the col we descend into stunning Imane Valley and our 
guest house for the night. (6hrs walking) 

  

 
 

Day 3  
 
On day three we cross two valleys surrounded by stunning scenery. After 
a traditional Moroccan breakfast, we will hike to 2389m and the stunning 
views afforded us down the Imlil valley from the Tizi n’Tamatert pass. Our 
acclimatisation building, we will make our way down into the valley before 
heading for our second mountain pass of the day, the Tizi Mzik pass at 
2489m. Here we will stop for lunch to soak up the views before continuing 
to our bed for the night in the Tamsoult Refuge at 2250m and celebrate 
our long but rewarding trek across two valleys. (8 hrs walking) 
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Day 4   
  
Having acclimatised well we strike out on the trail today to reach the 
famous Toubkal Refuge, but not by the normal “tourist” route. Here we 
tackle the Aguelzim pass and climb to 3700m for its stunning views of 
Toubkal, our eventual goal. We are significantly increasing our altitude 
today. The ascent is long but progressive but gives us fantastic further 
altitude acclimatisation as we peak on the pass at 3700m before 
dropping to the refuge at 3200m. (7 hrs walking) 
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 Day 5  
  
Day five is summit day. An early hours start from the refuge as we begin 
our ascent through the dramatic setting of Toubkal. A steady climb 
helped greatly with your previous acclimatisation will take you to the top 
of the highest point in North Africa with views stretching to Spain and 
across the expanse of the Atlas mountain range and the mighty Sahara 
Desert. Our summit achieved we begin our descent, down past the refuge 
and onward to Imlil. Today is a long day with 900m ascent and yet 
dropping 2500m from the summit to the traditional village of Imlil 
where a warm Berber welcome awaits your weary legs. Tonight we can 
celebrate and rest overnight in Imlil. (9 hrs walking) 
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Day 6 
  
Our last day of the trek, day six and today we enjoy a leisurely start to 
our day and a wander around Imlil and its waterfalls with lunch taken by 
the river before we drive back to Marrakech by the afternoon.  
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Day 7  
 
Depending on your flight times we have a chance to visit the souks and 
souvenirs of Marrakech and its famous Jemma el-Fnaa square before 
your transfer to the airport for your homeward flight. 
 

 
 
 
Vaccinations and Visa 
 

British nationals don’t need a visa to enter Morocco for the purpose of 
tourism for up to 3 months. 

When entering the country, make sure your passport is stamped. Some 
tourists have experienced difficulties leaving the country because their 
passport bears no entry stamp. 

Your passport should be valid for the proposed duration of your stay in 
Morocco. However, the Moroccan Consulate General in London advise 
that your passport should be valid for at least 3 months on your date of 
entry to Morocco. If your passport does not meet this requirement you 
may face difficulties and you should check with the Moroccan authorities 
and your travel provider before travelling. 
 
Fit for Travel, the UK Government advisory service for travellers to 
Morocco suggest confirming primary courses and boosters are up to date 
as recommended for life in Britain - including for example, seasonal flu 
vaccine (if indicated), MMR, vaccines required for occupational risk of 
exposure, lifestyle risks and underlying medical conditions. Other 
courses or boosters usually advised are Hepatitis A and Tetanus. 
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With any less developed Country you may wish to consider vaccines for 
Rabies and Typhoid. 
Hepatitis A, Typhoid and Tetanus are freely available from your GP. 

There is currently no requirement for Yellow Fever certification. 

We advise all trekkers to seek medical advice well in advance of 
travelling to ensure any courses are completed in time. 

The risk of malaria is not present in Morocco however we recommend 
you take the usual precautions to avoid mosquito bites when in country.  

 

Altitude Warning  

 

This trip includes several nights over 2500m above sea level, where there 
is a genuine risk of being affected by Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS). If 
left untreated AMS can be life‐threatening.  

We expect most clients to experience some mild symptoms of altitude 
sickness, such as headaches and shortness of breath while walking or 
sleeplessness. Our leaders are trained to identify symptoms of severe 
AMS and if a client requires extra care, arrangements such as rapid 
descent will be made immediately. Regular daily medical checks will be 
undertaken on all participants.  

A number of medical conditions or medications can reduce your body's 
ability to acclimatise. This may affect your performance and make you 
more susceptible to AMS. If you are worried about any pre‐existing 
conditions, such as heart conditions, or your overall physical ability, you 
must seek medical advice prior to booking.  

The drug Diamox (also known as acetazolamide and normally only 
available on prescription) has been shown to aid acclimatisation in some 
individuals, and therefore may reduce the risk of AMS.  

Clients considering using Diamox should speak to their doctor about the 
drug, its side‐effects and a prescription. Please note that while we 
endeavour to assist all our clients in achieving their goals, there may be 
times when your leader decides to delay or stop your ascent based on 
your overall condition, or the onset of AMS.  
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YOU MUST make sure that your trip insurance policy covers you up to 
the maximum altitude on this trip and that it covers the use of a 
helicopter for emergency medical evacuation.  

 

Weather and climate 

June is a fantastic time to climb Mount Toubkal. Whilst climbing the 
temperatures can vary greatly and even though we are in Africa it can be 
sub 0 and very cold. Nights will be colder with temperatures possibly 
dropping below 00 C at the highest altitudes. 

A full clothing kit list will be provided and we shall advise accordingly. 

 
Environmental considerations 
 
Morocco is a place of great beauty, lets help keep it that way: 
 
We operate on a “Take it in, Take it out” policy so we will be ensuring 
that all our rubbish is removed from the mountain. 
 
Your leader will brief you on appropriate local behaviour, culture and 
etiquette where required  
 
Local Time GMT + 1 hr.  

Electricity 220V. You should bring a travel adapter 

There are limited electricity or charging facilities on the trek.  

 

Currency Information  

The national currency of Morocco is the Moroccan Dirham (MAD). 

Current (February 2020) exchange rate is at the time of publication of 
approximately 12.53 MAD to the UK£. US Dollars are also accepted but 
should be new and in good condition. We recommend taking your 
personal spending money in cash. All notes must be Bank of England as 
Scottish or Irish Currency cannot be changed in Morocco. Cash can be 
changed easily in Marrakech.  
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Essential Equipment and Clothing  

You will be provided with a full kit list and advice on the type of 
equipment/clothing you will require 

 

Know Before You Go 

Venture Safely supports the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office 
(FCO) “Know Before You Go” campaign. We recommend that you read 
the FCO Travel Advice for Morocco on the FCO Website. 


